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With over 25 live inventory websites live and represented on around 200 world web sites both
retail and wholesale North Adelaide Heritage Group (NAHG) are pleased to celebrate 21
years in the business of Tourism and Hospitality.
NAHG has built an enviable reputation of exciting and unusual product, a dedication to detail
and open arms hospitality to our guests.
With well over 60,000 guests so far NAHG has proved to be a family business, which is
resilient and reliable offering the best of Boutique accommodation in Australia.
It is the fact that the NAHG own all their properties that they are able to provide such
authentic and luxurious accommodation at affordable prices.
‘Our repeat guests have proven the back bone of our business’, said Rodney Twiss, Host
and Owner of NAHG. ‘We have grown organically on increased demand for our unusual
combination of hospitality, luxury, comfort, attention to detail and authenticity.
With a maintenance program similar to the Sydney Harbour Bridge, NAHG have been able to
maintain and improve guest’s facilities on a week to week basis.
Major Tourism agents worldwide use the services of NAHG while their clients are in Adelaide,
or on their way to Kangaroo Island, Flinders Ranges, Barossa Valley and the rest of
Australia.
NAHG have a close rapport with the leading restaurants, trendy cafes and iconic pubs, of the
city, second to none. Their numerous guest books, Trivago and Trip Advisor comments are of
the highest order.
Their willingness to use their own classic Bentley and Rolls Royce cars free of charge to
enable their guests to have the best experiences bodes high in the annals of hospitality.
‘Incredibly places like ours are becoming a little bit of a rarity in Australia, at a time when the
range of affordable luxury is at high demand. High land and council taxes, water tax, capitol
raising costs and employment costs have kept our sector restrained in Australia – although
demand is high and many travellers are substituting in NZ, India and Britain, due to the high
Aussie dollar, thus missing out on the iconic and unique Australian experience’, states
Rodney Twiss, who himself travels exclusively in the boutique sector worldwide.
NAHG would like to thank all those industry professionals who have been so supportive to
their unique product and especially the guests with which they have thoroughly enjoyed the
last 21 years.

